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by Tom Watson

by Margaret Peterson Haddix

While enjoying a lazy day at his
apartment, Stick Cat and his friend Edith
hear strange and threatening noises.

Smuggled to Refuge City to stay with
hostile family members in a strict, cold
boarding school, Edwy searches for other
former Fredtown children and discovers
that Rosi and their friends from Cursed
Town may be in danger.

The wildcat's claw

The magic misfits

by Varian Johnson
The four heroes of Erdas become
fugitives on the run in a latest entry of the
best-selling series that includes The
Burning Tide.
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by Lemony Snicket
The author of A Series of Unfortunate
Events presents a conclusion to the bestselling series that finds a train's nightly
journey to the city redirected to a
mysterious alternate location.
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by Megan McDonald
Overhearing an older student declare
that there is no tooth fairy, Judy resolves
to determine the truth by coaxing out her
semi-reluctant little brother's loose tooth
using a variety of creative methods.

Dog M
Man
an and Cat Kid
by Dav Pilkey
When a new sitter arrives and a movie
star goes missing, Dog Man and Cat Kid
investigate, but Petey, the world's most
evil cat, complicates their plans.

by Neil Patrick Harris
A middle-grade debut by the beloved
actor follows the experiences of a young
New England street magician who teams
up with other talented street kids to
protect their community from a greedy
crime boss.

Red moon rising
by Erin Hunter
In the gripping fourth book of the second
Survivors series, the Wild Pack is in high
spirits after rescuing Alpha and Beta's
pups, but Storm believes that danger still
walks among them—and that it won't be
long before the traitor dog strikes again.
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by Jessica Townsend
Born on the unluckiest day of the year
and blamed for all misfortunes that occur
in her community, a girl doomed to die at
midnight on her 11th birthday is
unexpectedly whisked away by a
stranger on horseback,

Zombies att
attack!
ack!
by Mark Cheverton
A young boy's life is turned upside down
when his village is destroyed by an evil
zombie warlord, an act that prompts the
boy and his friends to embark on a quest
to save captured prisoners and bring the
zombie leader to justice.

